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QUESTION: 285
Which two are characteristics of a Veritas Cluster Server resource? (Select two.)
A. Corresponds to a hardware or software component
B. Allows cyclical dependencies without a clear starting point
C. Allows only persistent resources to be a parent
D. Has a unique name throughout the cluster
E. Has a single entry point that the agent uses to control the resource
Answer: A, D
QUESTION: 286
An administrator is merging two Veritas clusters that are already configured and
running. The two clusters are already sharing private interconnect networks.
Which directive in the /etc/llttab file must be updated?
A. Set-cluster
B. Set-node
C. Set-mode
D. Set-system
Answer: A
QUESTION: 287
The amount of information logged on all Process resources needs to be increased
in order to debug a problem in a VCS cluster. After running the proper commands
to accomplish this, which file is modified?
A. log.cf
B. debug.cf
C. main.cf
D. types.cf
Answer: D
QUESTION: 288
Which statements are true about the VCS Simulator? (Choose two.)
A. It must use the production main.cf file.
B. It can use a copy of the production main.cf file.
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C. It can simulate system failures.
D. It can simulate heartbeat failures.
E. It can manage a running cluster.
Answer: B, C
QUESTION: 289
What are default behaviors of VCS service groups? (Choose three.)
A. Migrate service groups from a system on intentional system shutdown
B. Start the service groups in alphabetical order
C. Autodisable the service groups on cluster startup
D. Autodisable the service groups on a system when HAD fails
E. Start the service groups in the order of the attribute SystemList
Answer: A, C, D
QUESTION: 290
What are two considerations when running a virtual fire drill on a failover service
group? (Select two.)
A. The service group must be offline across the cluster.
B. The service group must be online in the cluster.
C. It checks all types of infrastructure components.
D. It can check some types of infrastructure components.
E. All resources have defined actions for virtual fire drills.
Answer: B, D
QUESTION: 291
Which two components are installed when the installvcs script is executed? (Select
two.)
A. bundled agents
B. VxVM agents
C. Cluster File System
D. GAB driver
E. Cluster Volume Manager
Answer: A, D
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QUESTION: 292
A two-node Veritas Cluster with I/O fencing configured has two service groups
running, one on each node. What happens when all heartbeat links are lost
simultaneously?
A. All service groups remain where they are.
B. All nodes race for the data disks, and one node panics.
C. All nodes race for the coordinator disks, and one node panics.
D. All service groups fault and shut down.
Answer: C
QUESTION: 293
To cluster an application with Veritas Cluster Server, an administrator must obtain
which license(s)?
A. Permanent licenses tied to the system host ID
B. Demo license for at least one cluster node
C. Valid licenses to run on all cluster nodes
D. Keyless licenses for the application
Answer: C
QUESTION: 294
When architecting Coordination Point (CP) server into a Veritas Cluster Server
(VCS) environment, what should be done to ensure the CP service remains online?
A. configure multiple CP server instances on the same node
B. configure CP server as a resource in a VCS cluster
C. ensure that the CP server is backed up regularly
D. ensure that the CP server is on a reliable network
Answer: B
QUESTION: 295
GAB can be configured to automatically seed the cluster through I/O fencing, even
when some cluster nodes are unavailable. In which file does the
autoseed_gab_timeout parameter need to be configured to enable this feature?
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A. gabtab
B. main.cf
C. vxfenmode
D. vxfentab
Answer: C
QUESTION: 296
Two applications can be online on any system of a cluster. Which dependency
attribute supports this relationship?
A. Global
B. Local
C. Flex
D. Remote
Answer: A
QUESTION: 297
What occurs when the hastop -local -force command is issued on the active node
in a two- node active/passive cluster?
A. The services will be shut down on the active node and brought up on the
passive node.
B. The services will continue to run on the active node while HAD is stopped.
C. The service group behavior will follow the value of the EngineShutdown
attribute while HAD is stopped.
D. The online service groups on the primary node are taken offline and remain
offline until started manually.
Answer: B
QUESTION: 298
An application is experiencing failures. The application administrator wants
Veritas Cluster Server to take all resources offline after failure. The application
should remain offline. Which attribute can accomplish this?
A. ManageFaults
B. FailOverPolicy
C. AutoFailover
D. Critical
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Answer: C
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